SAP S/4HANA Private Cloud Edition
Represents the future of ERP, providing previously unachievable visibility, TCO, and agility.

AVAILABLE NOW
Jump-start your implementation and
drive ROI by collaborating with
Edenhouse and our Kinship Partners for
your game-changing shift to

SAP S/4HANA Public Cloud

SAP S/4HANA Private Cloud

for Customers who desire

for Customers who desire



A complete, modern, native SaaS ERP
solution with the full benefits of the public
cloud



The fastest path to innovation and the lowest
TCO



A clean Cloud ERP solution without
converting old / legacy ERP processes and
configurations



A rapid conversion of their existing ERP / ECC
environments to a Cloud-based architecture



The flexibility of a traditional on-premises
application as well as subscription based.
cloud economics



Gradual transformation to a pure SaaS
landscape at their own pace




To reimagine business processes and take
advantage of standardised best practices

Full, extensive, ERP functionality including
partner add-ons with the ability to extend
and enhance.

SAP S/4HANA Private Cloud Edition.

SAP S/4HANA On-Premises
for Customers who require


Complete control and ownership of their
application and data landscape



The ability to manage unique, customerspecific needs which cannot be addressed by
public or private cloud offerings.



The utilisation of the existing IT departments,
infrastructure, budget, and laaS vendor
agreements

Let’s Get Started

BIRMINGHAM
MANCHESTER
FARNBOROUGH
TORONTO



Specific compliance with industry and county
specific regulatory requirements

+44 (0) 330 058 6020
info@edenhousesolutions.co.uk

Lower TCO

High Flexibility

Faster to Go-Live

Innovate

Adapt and Scale.

Save Money

Attractive subscription pricing
and generous cloud extension
policy resulting in 20% lower
TCO compared to on premise
deployment.

All-in user-based pricing and
hyperscaler infrastructure allow
quick scaling while eliminating
sticky CAPEX and in-house
deployment costs (typically
account for 30%-50% of TCO).

Cloud-based deployment allows
for much faster implementation
and realisation of business
benefits typically within 6 to 12
months (depending on the
complexity).

Focus on growing your business
- not just keeping the lights on by running SAP solutions in a
managed cloud environment.

Adapt and scale your operating
model with ease. Modernize and
advance capabilities and service
levels within a more
rationalized, intelligent
enterprise architecture.

Use a coordinated managedservice model, equipped with
prebuilt tools, and designed to
shorten implementation cycles
and deliver results faster.

